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Introduction
Deep nuclear waste disposal facilities need to be studied over periods of one or more order of magnitude greater than those of classical civil engineering. This leads to consider some degradation phenomena that are most of the time not taken into account because of their slow kinetics. This is the case with calcium leaching for concrete structures exposed to water from the host rock in a deep underground storage. Calcium leaching leads to important changes in the concrete microstructure, and especially a large increase of porosity (Adenot, 1992; Gérard, 1996) . Therefore, the mechanical properties of the leached material are much below those of the sound one (Carde et al., 1996; Nguyen et al., 2007a) .
Moreover, civil engineering constructions are naturally subjected to variability, from many origins: their dimensions, their construction processes, their exposure to several loadings... Among these variables, which influence the behaviour of the structure and, thus, its lifespan, some of them introduce a variability on the material characteristics, evolving with time and not necessary homogeneous in the whole structure, whereas some others create a variability on the loading itself, which the structure is subjected to.
To investigate the influence of the material properties variability on the long-term behaviour of concrete structures, a very simple structure such as a column only made of concrete (without any reinforcement) is considered. This column, whose diameter is 40 cm, is submitted to a constant mechanical load, and thus subjected to creep, and exposed to a calcium leaching attack by pure water at the same time. The coupling between creep and leaching is modelled as proposed by Torrenti et al. (2008) . The column is submitted to pure compression, and the load is equivalent to 30% of the characteristic compressive strength f c of the material. We assume that only the sound material can sustain loads so that the stresses in the degraded area are neglected. This means that, as long as the degradation depth increases, the surface carrying the mechanical load decreases as well.
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the uncertainty propagation from the input parameters of a very simple model to an output of interest, being the lifespan of a concrete column. Therefore, very strong assumptions are considered (uniaxial stress state, unidirectional degradation front in leaching, coupling with creep only, etc.) and the conclusions drawn from this study cannot be extended to more complex structures.
In the first section of this paper, we present the model for calcium leaching. Then the model for the damage evolution in time, taking into account the chemical degradation and the creep strain evolution, is discussed. In the third section, the input parameters variability is investigated. In the last section, the simulations results, in terms of lifespan distribution, are discussed and we determine which parameters of the model are the most influent on the lifespan variability. We also propose threshold values for the most influential parameters so as to establish a classification of the considered structures, according to their lifespan.
Calcium leaching modelling
The phenomenon of leaching consists in the dissolution of solid calcium in cement hydrates when concrete is exposed to any aggressive solution (most of the time pure water or at least water with low calcium concentration). Indeed, concrete porous solution is very basic (pH around 13) and several ionic species are highly concentrated . Therefore, water with low mineral concentration is an aggressive environment for concrete. Concentration gradients between external environment and porous solution induce diffusion of the main ionic species (alkalis, calcium, hydroxides) from the porous solution to the external environment. Consequently, the initial chemical equilibrium between the porous solution and the solid phases of the material is modified. A new local equilibrium is then reached with the dissolution of solid phases.
Calcium leaching is completely controlled by the thermodynamic equilibrium between cement hydrates and the porous solution. Thus, it might be described by considering the hydrates solubility evolution with pH (Berner, 1988; Thomas et al., 1998; Harris et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2004) . Therefore the complete thermodynamic evolution of the material depends on a CaO − SiO 2 − H 2 O system. Nevertheless a simplified model has been proposed only considering the different calcium phases of the hydrates (Buil et al., 1992a; Tognazzi, 1998) . This approach is used in this study.
Calcium mass balance equation
A review of the literature (Adenot, 1992; Tognazzi, 1998) shows that the different calcium-based minerals in cement paste dissolve successively, beginning with portlandite, followed by mono-sulfoaluminate and ettringite and a progressive dissolution of C-S-H (Moranville et al., 2004; Guillon, 2004) . The degraded depth in the leached cement paste may be defined as the zone where portlandite is dissolved (the dissolution front is very sharp). Porosity increases significantly within this zone due to this dissolution phenomenon. Moreover, the dissolution kinetic of solid calcium phases is much faster than the diffusion process (Bajza et al., 1986; Gérard, 1996; Schrefler, 2002) .
Considering that the dissolution is instantaneous (local equilibrium) and that only calcium species are to be taken into account, the leaching of a cement paste can be described by the mass balance Equation of calcium [1], as it was proposed by Buil et al. (1992b) , where S Ca is the solid calcium concentration, C Ca is the liquid calcium concentration, D is the calcium effective diffusivity in porous material and φ is the porosity. One can recognise the two main phenomena involved in the leaching process: on the one hand, the solid and liquid phases of calcium in the cement paste and in the porous solution are in chemical equilibrium; on the other hand, the ionic calcium species diffuse through the material porosity.
The non-linearity of the former equation is mainly due to the diffusivity which depends on the porosity, itself depending on the solid calcium concentration, and on the non-linearity between S Ca and C Ca . The numerical solution of this equation has already been attempted through the Finite Difference method (Moskowicz et al., 1996) and the Finite Element method (Celia et al., 1990) , but the Finite Volume method (Eymard et al., 1998; Mainguy et al., 2000) seems to be more suitable for our concern. Indeed it is well adapted to diffusion problems because its equations remain conservative. This is why a Finite Volume scheme has been chosen to pursue this study.
Calcium diffusivity evolution
Considering the chemical laws of local equilibrium between the concentrations of liquid and solid calcium, every quantity appearing in [1] can be derived from the concentration of solid calcium, which reduces the problem to a single variable S Ca . Figure 1 illustrates the empirical laws used to derive the values of the liquid calcium concentration ( Figure 1a , after Berner (1990) ; cf. also (Gérard et al., 1998; Ulm et al., 1999; Gérard et al., 2002) about the use of such empirical laws for the chemical equilibrium of calcium) and of the porosity (Figure 1b , after Revertégat et al. (1992) ) from the solid calcium concentration. 1934 Taylor, 1950 Kalousek, 1952 Greenberg, 1965 Chen, 2004 (a) Liquid calcium concentration, after Berner (1990) Revertégat et al. (1992) Figure 1. Solid calcium concentration as reference variable
As mentioned before, the non-linearity of the leaching equations is also due to the dependancy of the calcium diffusivity through the cement paste on the porosity. The law used to model this dependancy [2] was proposed by Mainguy et al. (2000) and fits accurately experimental data (Adenot, 1992; Richet et al., 1997 ) as it appears on Figure 2 . The values for the diffusion parameters proposed by Mainguy et al. (2000) are D 0 = 2.355 · 10 −13 m 2 .s −1 and k = 9.95. It is worth noticing that these results have been validated on sound materials, their porosity changing with respect to the water/cement ratio. It is a fundamental hypothesis that the diffusivity follows the same evolution when the porosity increases through the leaching process. This evolution was validated by Kamali-Bernard et al. (2009) Richet, 1997 Model [Tognazzi, 1998] Figure 2. Empirical law to model calcium effective diffusivity in cement paste with respect to porosity 2.3. From cement paste to concrete: introduction of tortuosity Considering concrete rather than cement paste requires a few more assessments, the first one being that the leaching phenomenon concerns only the calcium solid phases of the cement paste (meaning that the aggregates do not interfere with the dissolution process). Another hypothesis is that diffusion occurs only through the cement paste porosity. The last hypothesis stands for the opposite effects of aggregates on the diffusion process, because on the one hand aggregates are areas where no diffusion occurs, but on the other hand they introduce an Interfacial Transition Zone where the diffusivity can increase due to a larger porosity of the ITZ in comparison with bulk cement paste (Bourdette, 1994; Bentz et al., 1995; Ollivier et al., 1995) . It is to be noticed that these effects of aggregates over the diffusion kinetic could be selfcompensated for small aggregates (sand): no significant difference in the kinetic of the diffusion process was observed between a cement paste and a mortar made up with the same water/cement ratio (Tognazzi, 1998; Nguyen et al., 2007a) . Nevertheless, this observation is no longer valid when concrete is considered, with large inclusions: the distance that the species in the porous solution have to cover to reach a given penetration depth in the material is increased because of the tortuosity introduced by large aggregates.
This leads to the introduction of a tortuosity parameter τ standing for those possible opposite effects of aggregates. This approach was successfully used by Nguyen et al. (2006) and appears in [3] in order to express the diffusivity of calcium species through concrete depending on the cement paste porosity.
The implementation and validation of this numerical model are presented in Larrard de et al. (2010) ; this latter study also enhances that the most influential parameters on the leaching phenomenon kinetics are the porosity and the tortuosity.
To evaluate the lifespan of the concrete structure under a mechanical load and a calcium leaching attack, it is assumed that only the sound part of concrete would carry the load and that no stress could be transmitted through the degraded area. Thus, the effective area of concrete would reduce as leaching progresses, as proposed by Torrenti et al. (2008) .
3. Damage evolution coupled with leaching and creep
Creep modelling
It is still a difficult task to assess the creep behaviour of concrete, since the associated mechanisms are not well known (Jennings et al., 1992) . When compressive stresses level becomes important, it is noticeable that the relation between creep strain and stress becomes non linear (Roll, 1964; Li, 1994; Mazzotti et al., 2003) . Many modelling approaches have been proposed, among which the following ones seem the most accurate.
-From damage theory, Li (1994) proposed that the temporal variable can be explicitly introduced in the mechanical damage evolution law (in terms of damage rate). One of the shortcomings of this approach is that it is dissociated with linear viscoelastic creep strain.
-According to Bazant et al. (1997b) , this non linearity is only apparent: the non linear creep does not exist from their point of view. Non linearity is the result of micro-cracks growing with time. They proposed a time-dependent generalisation of the R-curve model (adaptation of LEFM which considers the process zone as a point), in which the crack growth rate depends on the ratio of the stress intensity factor to the R-curve.
-The non linear character can be supposed to be linked to the stress redistribution because of creep, and to the non homogeneous damage distribution (Ozbolt et al., 2001) . Indeed, cracking in a concrete specimen is heterogeneous: it occurs in a localised area. Thus, the redistribution takes place between the most damaged areas and the less damaged ones. This hypothesis requires that modelling takes into account the material initial defaults, which can corrupt the stress and strain distribution (initially homogeneous).
-The linear visco-elastic model can be extended by multiplying the creep compliance by a non-linear function of the stress-state (Bazant et al., 1989) . This function is equal to one for low stress levels.
-Coupling between creep and cracking can be modelled by combining a viscoelastic and a viscoplastic model as proposed by Berthollet et al. (2002) . This model is built on Duvault-Lion approach in which a generalised Maxwell model is integrated. It reproduces with a satisfactory accordance linear visco-elastic creep, creep failure and rate effect on strength.
- Mazzotti et al. (2003) proposed to model non-linear creep strain by introducing a stress rate reduction factor as a function of the damage variable in the solidification model of Bazant et al. (1989) . Moreover, an effective strain is then defined for creep damage, replacing the equivalent strain (as defined by Mazars (1986) ) in damage evaluation for instantaneous loading case. The effective strain is defined as the sum of instantaneous damaged elastic strain with a fraction of creep strain. Omar et al. (2003) also used a similar approach.
Among these approaches, our model is based on the one proposed by Mazzotti et al. (2003) , since the use of damage allows a simple and natural coupling with creep and leaching through the use of the effective stress concept. It is coupled with the model proposed for creep strain evolution by Bazant et al. (1997a) , based on the microprestress theory. This model turns out to be particularly accurate when considering the very long time creep, and is in good accordance with experimental results (cf. the experimental campaign by Brooks (2005) for 30 years creep). The approach proposed by Mazzotti et al. (2003) was used by Reviron et al. (2007) and Reviron (2009) with satisfactory results to model concrete creep as well in compression and tension in comparison with experimental results.
3.2. Long-time creep strain prediction with microprestress theory Bazant et al. (1997a) proposed a creep modelling based on the microprestress solidification theory. For a unidirectional problem, the mechanical behaviour can be schematically represented as illustrated on Figure 3 .
Microprestress relaxation mechanism
The microprestress solidification theory leads to introduce a flow element whose viscosity depends on the microprestress so as to represent the microprestress relaxation mechanism. Therefore, this model is able to reproduce accurately ageing, even after hydration is completed. Microprestress is a stress level induced in the material by capillary pressure, evolving with time during the hydration process and with pore humidity. The strain evolution ε for this flow element is given by [4] , where σ is the effective stress imposed to the material (cf. Subsection 3.3.2), η is the element viscosity and S is the microprestress.
Creep mechanical model corresponding to the microprestress-solidification theory: ε stands for the strain of the flow element with viscosity depending on microprestress (microprestress relaxation mechanism); ε stands for the strain of a KelvinVoigt chain
The difficult part with this approach is to determine the viscosity evolution with microprestress as well as microprestress evolution with time. In the case of a saturated (meaning that there are neither drying nor wetting phenomena during the degradation and creep processes) and already aged structure (i.e. no hydration process is ongoing during the load application), microprestress and viscosity evolutions are quite simple (Bazant et al., 1997a) and leads to Equation [5] , where α is a creep parameter that remains constant and depends only on the material. When considering a totally implicit numerical integration scheme where stress is regarded as constant on a timestep, Equation [5] becomes [6] , where t n is the former timestep and t n+1 the current one, so that σ n+1 is the effective stress (constant between t n and t n+1 ), ε n is the known strain at t n and ε n+1 is the unknown strain at t n+1 .
Creep recovery
The main disadvantage of the flow element is that it does not allow to represent the creep recovery: when the load is removed, no recovery can be modelled by the flow element ( σ = 0 in Equation [4] ). Therefore a Kelvin-Voigt chain is introduced (cf. Figure 3) . The Kelvin-Voigt element is composed by a viscous damper (viscosity η KV ) and an elastic spring (stiffness k) connected in parallel. Illston (1965) shows that the creep recovery lasts for approximatively one week and this is why we consider a value of 7 days for the characteristic time τ KV = η KV /k of the Kelvin-Voigt chain. The strain evolution for the Kelvin-Voigt element is given by Equation [7] , where ε is the creep strain for the element under a stress σ. If one considers the same totally implicit numerical integration scheme as formerly, one obtains Equation [8] , where ∆t is the timestep.
Equations [6] and [8] allow, within a totally implicit integration numerical scheme, to determine the total creep strain ( ε n+1 + ε n+1 ) from the creep strains values at the former timestep and the stress value during the timestep σ n+1 . This value evolves with time as damage increases in the material. These equations are extended in 3D, by the use of a creep Poisson ratio, which is taken equal to the elastic one (cf. Subsection 3.3.3).
Coupled mechanical and chemical damage
The coupling between mechanical behaviour (especially the damage evolution) and chemical degradation of concrete has been much studied (Carde et al., 1996; Carde et al., 1997; Saetta et al., 1998; Torrenti et al., 2008; Bangert et al., 2001; Nguyen et al., 2007b) . Let us especially mention the model proposed by Gérard (1996) and Gérard et al. (1998) who proposed a simplified modelling for chemical alteration and a coupling with the damage evolution proposed by Mazars (1986) . The coupling appeared through the evolution of the coefficient of diffusion depending on the damage variable. The model proposed by Ulm et al. (1999) is based on the theory of porous media and enhances to couple the hydrates dissolution with the evolution of porosity and strain. The model of Kuhl et al. (2003a) and Kuhl et al. (2003b) proposes to consider three parts for porosity (initial porosity, porosity due to chemical degradation and porosity due to mechanical damage). It is very accurate to model that the chemical and mechanical degradations are non-reversible. Let us at last mention the work by Lacarrière et al. (2006) , who showed that is possible to model creep also in the degraded area.
Chemical damage
A chemical damage variable D χ is associated to the leaching degradation process of concrete (cf. Section 2) and is defined as the ratio of the degraded area over the whole material section. For the considered cylinder, whose radius is R (taken equal to 20 cm in our concern), if the degradation depth at time t n+1 is denoted e n+1 , the chemical damage variable at t n+1 is denoted D χ n+1 and appears in Equation [9] . This definition of the chemical damage variable relies on the hypothesis of an unidirectional degradation front. Therefore, the conclusions drawn from this study cannot be directly extended to more complex structures, for which the degradation has to modelled in 3 dimensions.
Studies led on degraded materials (Carde et al., 1996; Gérard, 1996) have quantified the loss of residual mechanical properties for leached concrete. This decrease mainly depends on the mineral admixtures in the concrete mix design and on the degraded area which is considered (dissolution of portlandite only does not lead to very significant decrease of the compressive strength, whereas dissolution of C-S-H does). For a sake of simplicity, and because of a lack of experimental results on the mechanical of the degraded considered material, it will be considered in this study that the leached area does not sustain any load. Indeed, considering more important residual mechanical properties for the degraded areas would lead to introduce more input parameters in our model, and, therefore, more variability. Such strong hypothesis about the mechanical behaviour of the degraded area has already been used by and leads to an under-estimation of the lifespan of the considered structure (which is in acceptable accordance with a view of preserving the safety of concrete structures). Figure 4 shows how the chemically effective stress σ is defined from the apparent stress σ applied on the whole material section (included the degraded area): we assume that the stress that is actually applied on the chemically sound area is increased according to the same ratio that the section is reduced. Therefore, the expression of the chemically effective stress σ n+1 at time t n+1 is given in Equation [10] .
[10]
Due to this stress increase with the chemical degradation process, microcracks appear in the material and lead to the introduction of a mechanical damage D c .
Mechanical damage evolution
The scalar mechanical damage variable D c is associated to the mechanical degradation process of concrete induced by the development of microcracks. It is defined as the ratio between the microcracks area to the whole material area. This mechanism is illustrated on Figure 4 : the effective stress σ applied on the un-cracked and chemically sound material is thus deduced from the apparent stress σ, and the chemical and mechanical damage variables D χ and D c , as it appears in Equation [11] where σ n+1 is the effective stress at time t n+1 . σ σ σ Figure 4 . Definition of effective stress on damaged material: no stress is sustained by the chemically damaged section (light grey), so the real stress σ becomes σ on the sound material (white). Due to mechanical damage, cracks in the sound material (deep grey) reduces the material section to sustain the load, and thus introduce an effective stress σ on the uncracked sound material
The mechanical damage variable represents the effect of progressive microcracking, due to external mechanical loads, in term of degradation of the current Young modulus. The mechanical damage evolution is modelled as proposed by Mazars (1984) and Mazars (1986) . It is deduced from the Mazars equivalent tensile strain ε eq defined in [12] , where " + is the positive part of the strain tensor. The evolution law for the mechanical damage variable is given in Equation [13] , where ε D is the damage tensile strain threshold, A and B are constant material parameters which control the hardening/softening branch in the stress-strain curve.
Coupling between creep and damage
The coupling between creep and damage is taken into account twice. On the one hand, creep strains are considered to be driven by effective stresses (only the uncracked material creeps as shown in Benboudjema et al. (2005a) and Benboudjema et al. (2008) ). It slightly increases creep strains after damage occurs in compression, but it is not sufficient for correctly retrieving non-linear creep. On the other hand, the calculation of the equivalent strain [14] includes a part of creep strains through a material parameter β, which can be identified from non linear basic creep data (Mazzotti et al., 2003) . Therefore, damage is also affected by basic creep strain. This allows to accurately retrieve non-linear basic creep evolution for high stress levels. In Equation
e is the elastic strain tensor, " is the flow element strain tensor and " is the Kelvin-Voigt element strain tensor.
In this study, the considered structure is a column in pure compression, so that the tensile eigenstrains are proportional to the compressive eigenstrain through the apparent Poisson ratio ν, as it appears in Equations [15], [16] , [17] and [18] showing respectively the equivalent stress tensor, the resulting elastic strain tensor, the equivalent strain tensor" (including creep strains, with the coupling coefficient for the damage evolution) and the total strain tensor ".
Under the hypothesises of the previously mentioned totally implicit integration numerical scheme, Equation [19] gives the expression of the equivalent strain ε eq n+1 at t n+1 from the Poisson ratio ν n+1 , the elastic compressive strain ε 
An extensive survey on creep Poisson ratio shows that its value (for basic creep) is slightly lower than the elastic one (Benboudjema, 2002) . Moreover, it is different for sound and leached material (Heukamp et al., 2001 ). Such differences can be easily taken into account in the model. However, it is difficult again to estimate the variability of such parameters due to the lack of extensive data. Therefore, an identical Poisson ratio for elastic and creep strain for sound and leached parts is assumed.
The use of an isotropic damage model does not allow to retrieve dilatancy since tensile strains drive mechanical damage. Indeed, tensile strains increase faster than the compressive longitudinal strain after cracking and, thus, lead to dilatancy. This shortcoming is an important concern. The use of an elasto-plastic damage model or an anisotropic damage one (Benboudjema et al., 2005b; Jason et al., 2006) allows for retrieving dilatancy. However, it will lead to add more material parameters, which variability is difficult to estimate. Therefore, for a sake of simplicity, an evolution of apparent Poisson ratio has been considered in order to reproduce dilatancy, under the hypothesis of uniaxial stress states. This evolution is defined as a function of the longitudinal total strain [21] , where ν 0 is an initial Poisson ratio, ν and γ are material parameters determined through a best fit procedure in comparison with experimental data by Kupfer et al. (1969) . This model as well as the values for ν 0 , ν and γ were proposed by Mazzotti et al. (2003) . Some studies used a similar approach but considered a constant Poisson ratio, which lead to different values for the coupling coefficient β.
Algorithm for numerical simulation
The numerical solving algorithm for this problem is a partitioned one. In any case, the chemical degradation depth is supposed to be independent from the mechanical damage, and the leaching degradation depth is given by numerical simulations deduced from the numerical model for leaching presented in Section 2, implemented in a Finite Volume computer code (see Larrard de et al. (2010) for more details). So, for each timestep, the leaching degradation depth e n+1 and, thus, the chemical damage D 3) The algorithm stops when total damage reaches the critical value of 1. Table 1 . Figure 6 illustrates the strains evolution with time. One can observe that elastic strain follows the mechanical behaviour of the material: it is linear at the beginning and increases very rapidly when the stress level approaches to the maximal compressive strength. The Kelvin-Voigt creep strain remains rather low in comparison with the flow creep strain. The three phases of creep evolution (primary creep at the beginning, secondary creep for a long period with a constant increase rate, and finally tertiary creep which leads very rapidly to the material failure) can be observed on both figures. The first period corresponds to the time where the equivalent strain is below the damage threshold, and, therefore, total damage is equal to chemical damage (mechanical damage is 0). Figure 7a shows the apparent Poisson ratio evolution with respect to time. The Poisson ratio increases with total strain, and when the mechanical damage is sufficient, meaning that there are enough cracks in the material, the apparent Poisson ratio exceeds the value of 0.5 (which corresponds to dilatancy). This is to be compared with the sample expansion plotted on Figure 7b , on which one can observe this expansion in time and consider that the sample apparent volume ends up to get more important than the initial volume whereas the sample is still loaded in compression. 
Numerical simulations have been run with a timestep of 1 day, 70, 140, 280 and 560 days. All results are exactly the same. This means that the adopted implicit numerical scheme does not lead to timestep dependancy. Nevertheless, it has been decided to keep a timestep of 280 days, not for a reason of simulations accuracy, but to have a large amount of data concerning the damage evolution, so that the statistical investigation is more refined. The numerical model presented here has many input parameters, and next section discusses which of them should be regarded as a variable of the problem and which can be regarded as constant.
Input parameters variability
Among all the input parameters of the model, those related to the leaching process can be considered separately. As presented in Section 2, two main parameters can be considered as governing the leaching process (Larrard de et al., 2010) : porosity φ and coefficient of tortuosity τ . Both of them are regarded as variables.
The parameters to model creep strain evolution are the flow coefficient α (cf. Equation [6]), the Kelvin-Voigt spring stiffness k and the Kelvin-Voigt element characteristic time τ KL . Parameters α and k are regarded as variables, whereas τ KL is set to 7 days, which is approximatively the period for the creep strain recovery phenomenon.
The mechanical behaviour of the material is modelled thanks to the Young modulus E, considered as variable, and the Poisson ratio, whose evolution is given by relation [21] with parameters ν 0 (variable), ν and γ (set constant and equal respectively to 3.37·10 6 and 2.42, which are the experimental values proposed by Mazzotti et al. (2003) ). The chemical damage evolution modelling requires the coupling coefficient β to define the equivalent strain, and the damage strain threshold ε D , both of them being considered as variable. At least, coefficients A and B appear in Equation [13] : as A mainly governs the material's behaviour before having reached its compressive strength, whereas B concerns rather the behaviour after the peak, it has been decided to keep B constant (equal to 150) and to consider A as a variable. Finally, our model considers 9 variables as input parameters for which the variability has now to be quantified.
Acquiring statistical data
The data concerning the material variability used for this study are coming from the APPLET project. Only a part of this project is presented here. This project is funded by the National Research Agency (France) and involves a large experimental campaign carried out in partnership with Vinci Company. This campaign aims at acquiring statistical data on concrete properties and also the variability of these characteristics within several batches of a same formulation (Poyet et al., 2009) . For this purpose, a real construction site is followed and 40 batches of concrete are characterised through several tests performed in laboratories (compressive and splitting tensile strength, static and dynamic Young modulus, electrical resistivity. . . ). The concrete is a high-performance one with fly ash and all samples are directly provided by the construction site to the involved laboratories. The samples are protected from drying in plastic bags and then conserved at least one year in saturated lime water before testing.
Concerning the parameters of leaching, porosity is directly measured on the samples whereas the coefficient of tortuosity is identified through an inverse analysis from experimental results of an accelerated leaching test with ammonium nitrate. The experimental set up as well as the identification process are presented in Larrard de et al.
(2010). Young modulus, compressive and tensile strength are also investigated within the APPLET project and the measures of these variables are used for this study. Indeed, the damage strain threshold ε D is identified as the ratio of the tensile strength over the Young modulus. The compressive strength variability will be introduced in the coefficient A identification (cf. Subsection 4.2.2).
Identification of statistical characteristics

Creep parameters
As mentioned in Subsection 3.2, a model based on the microprestress solidification theory (Bazant et al., 1997a) has been chosen because of its ability to represent long-time creep strain evolution with a satisfactory accurancy. This model, leading to Equations [6] and [8] , introduces three parameters devoted to the creep modelling: the flow coefficient α, the Kelvin-Voigt spring stiffness k and the Kelvin-Voigt element characteristic time τ KV . This last parameter is set equal to 7 days, but α and k still have to be identified. As the considered phenomena (leaching and creep) are studied over a very long period, it seems important to identify the creep parameters with regard to long-time experimentation. Therefore, the experimental results for long-time strain creep by Brooks (2005) have been considered: creep strain evolution have been measured over 30 years. It is to be noticed that, among all materials tested by Brooks (2005) , it has been decided to consider the material whose mix design and mechanical characteris-tics were the closest to the ones of the APPLET concrete. The external conditions are also in good accordance with the hypothesis of our simulations: the concrete samples were subjected neither to wetting nor to drying. Anyway, the Young modulus of Brooks concrete is around 30 GPa, whereas the APPLET concrete has a 45 GPa Young modulus. It is commonly accepted that creep parameters evolves with the same ratio that Young modulus (ACI Committee 209, 2008) . Therefore, we have corrected the creep strains measured by Brooks (2005) with a 1.5 ratio. Figure 8 shows the accordance between these corrected experimental data and the considered creep model with the identified (least squares approximation, with a weighting to improve the importance of long-time measures) parameters: k = 137.7 GPa and α = 5.25·10 −12 .
Damage parameters
The damage evolution law [13] was used to model the mechanical behaviour of compressed concrete. Young modulus was considered constant to its mean value, and coefficient B was set to 150. The bounds of coefficient A have been identified so that the compressive strength extreme values (measured within the APPLET project experimental campaign) were reached. Therefore, coefficient A ranges in the interval: 0.85 ≤ A ≤ 1.05. Figure 9 shows the stress-strain curves obtained for the maximal and minimal values of A (corresponding to the observed bounds for the compressive strength). 
Variable distributions
To investigate the influence of the material variability on the lifespan of the structure, and to determine which parameters are the most influential on the damage evolution with time, 1000 concrete structures were simulated with the formerly presented algorithm (cf. Subsection 3.3.4). The 1000 corresponding sets of input parameters were randomly generated according to the Latin Hypercube Sampling principle (McKay et al., 1979) , optimised thanks to a simulated annealing algorithm (Kirkpatric et al., 1983) .
Each of the 9 variables is distributed according to a Beta (2,2) distribution. This kind of distribution has been chosen because of its rather good accordance with the experimental data from the APPLET project, and also because the generated variables remain in a given interval. Figure 10 illustrates the Young modulus distribution for the 1000 realisations. The expected value and standard deviation for each variable parameter of the model is presented in Table 2 . For parameters φ, τ , E and ε D , probabilistic data derives directly from the APPLET experimental campaign results. The expected values for α and k have been identified (cf. Subsection 4.2.1), and it has been chosen to consider a coefficient of variation equal to the Young modulus one. The expected values for β and ν 0 are from the works by Mazzotti et al. (2003) . The standard deviation for these parameters are also a synthesis of what can be found in the litterature (Reviron et al., 2007; Berveiller et al., 2007; Torrenti et al., 2008; Reviron, 2009) . The bounding values for coefficient A were identified (cf. Subsection 4.2.2) to match with the bounding values of compressive strength observed within the APPLET experimental campaign. All the variables are considered to be independent. It should be noticed that this is in accordance with experimental results. Indeed, for different mixes, a great value of porosity leads, as expected, to low values of mechanical prop-erties for instance. However, for a same mix, no correlation is found between these parameters (Larrard de et al., 2009) . The outputs of interests of these 1000 simulations are of course the lifespan of the structure (being the time when the damage variable reaches the critical value of 1, which corresponds to the structure failure) and also the damage evolution in time.
Results and discussion
Lifespan distribution
The expected value for the lifespan of the concrete structure, evaluated on the 1000 realisations, is 979.82 years. The observed standard deviation is 393.05 years, which corresponds to a coefficient of variation of 40%. Of course, this important value for the coefficient of variation must be compared to the variability of the 9 input parameters, whose coefficient of variability ranges between 10 and 25%. Thus, the coupled problem we are dealing with leads to an increasing uncertainty.
It is interesting to note that lifespan follows a log-normal distribution, whereas all input parameters are distributed according to a Beta law. The parameters of the log-normal distribution are calculated directly from the observed expected value and standard deviation of the lifespan considered as a random variable. The parameters (µ T , σ T ) of the log-normal law are expressed in Equations [22] and [23] , where E T and V T are the expected value and the variance of the observed random variable.
[23] Figure 11 shows the lifetime distribution that has been calculated on the 1000 realisations, which can be compared to the log-normal distribution calculated with the (µ T , σ T ) parameters identified from the observations. The values of the parameters of the log-normal law are: µ T = 6.81 and σ T = 0.39. 
Frequency [%]
Simulations results Log−normal distribution Figure 11 . Lifespan distribution for the 1000 concrete structures simulated: accordance between the simulations results and a log-normal distribution Knowing the lifespan distribution law allows to draw some quantitative conclusions linked with the following confidence intervals: 1% of the concrete columns are likely to be ruined before 370 years, 5% are likely to last less than 482 years, and 10% may not reach the age of 554 years.
The next section deals with sensitivity analysis and determines which parameters among all input variables are the most influent on the damage evolution with time and thus on the structure lifetime.
Parametric survey
To achieve this parametric survey, the Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient is calculated for all the 9 input parameters, with regard to the total damage variable at every timestep. The Pearson's correlation coefficient cor is a well-known indicator of the linear correlation between two parameters, x and y, and is obtained by dividing the covariance of these two variables by the product of their standard deviations [24] . Let us remind that the Pearson's correlation coefficient ranges from -1 to 1, and that a value of 1 or -1 signifies a perfectly linear relationship between the two variables (if it is equal to 1, y increases when x does as well, whereas a value of -1 means that y decreases when x increases). A value of 0 means that there is no linear relationship between the two variables. Unless correlation does not mean statistical dependance, it is a good indicator for models parameters sensitivity.
Figure 12 represents the Pearson's correlation coefficient evolution with time, for each of the 9 input parameters. The first comment on this figure is that there are two distinct periods. Indeed, before 175 years approximatively, all 1000 columns have an evolving damage variable, whereas from 175 years to the end of the studied period, some columns have already reached their ruin and have their damage variable constant to 1. This means that for long periods many columns have a constant damage variable, which minimises the influence of the input variability. It is a sort of buffer effect which explains why the correlation coefficients get closer to 0 with time. The first conclusion is that the most influent parameter (in term of variability) is the Mazars damage coefficient A. Indeed, this coefficient is related to the mechanical behaviour of the material. Basically, the higher the coefficient A, the more important the compressive strength. Therefore, it is logical to find an important negative value for the Pearson's coefficient of parameter A.
The second most important parameter is the initial apparent Poisson ratio. Indeed, in our case, the structure is loaded in pure compression, but the material damages only through tensile strains. Now, it appears clearly in Equations [18] and [19] that the Poisson ratio is the link between the longitudinal compressive strain and the lateral tensile strains. The more important the Poisson ratio, the more important the tensile strains.
Almost as important as the Poisson ratio is the coefficient of tortuosity. Indeed, the higher the tortuosity, the faster the leaching degradation. It appears clearly on Figure 5 that the chemical damage represents an important part of the total damage before the ruin of the material, even though the ruin itself is due to the mechanical damage (tertiary creep). It can be assumed that the porosity does not appear as influent as the tortuosity (cf. Larrard de et al. (2010) for the relative influence of these parameters on the leaching process) mainly because the variability is more important for tortuosity than for porosity. This study shows the necessity of acquiring experimental data on the Poisson ratio variability.
Another important parameter is the Young modulus. Once again, it is due to the pure compressive loading of the structure whereas only tensile strains participate to the damage evolution: the more important the Young modulus, the fewer the longitudinal strains and therefore the lower the damage.
One can also mention the tensile strain damage threshold, which seems to be more influent in the first years than in the last ones. Physically, the role of the damage threshold is obvious: the bigger it is, the later the mechanical damage appears in the material. The decreasing influence of this parameter is precisely due to the fact that this parameter is very important during the first phase of damage evolution (its appearance and what corresponds to primary creep).
One can observe that the creep parameters variability has a very little influence on the lifespan variability, especially the Kelvin-Voigt stiffness k and the coupling coefficient β. It is also worth noting that the first years are rather influenced by the chemical degradation parameters variability and the damage threshold, whereas the last years are under the influence of the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio. This can be explained by the fact that during the first years, when many columns do not have mechanical damage yet, the chemical degradation (faster in the first years than later, as it approximatively evolves with the square root of time) is the main contribution to the total damage. On the contrary during the last years, when tertiary creep appears, the mechanical parameters are the most influent on the damage evolution.
Lifetime classification
The Pearson's correlation coefficient enhances the primary importance of the variability of the Mazars damage evolution coefficient A, the initial Poisson ratio ν 0 , the Young modulus E and the tortuosity τ (standing for the chemical damage evolution). Nevertheless, it would be interesting to organise into a hierarchy these parameters and to establish threshold values for which a structure could be considered as secure or not (with regard to its lifespan). This is achieved by constructing a decision tree from all the data collected through this calculation campaign (Breiman et al., 1984) . The structures are classified depending on their lifespan: a first category is constituted with the columns whose lifespan is less than 370 years (1% of the structures according to the lifespan distribution that has been identified), the second category is the columns with a lifespan between 370 and 482 years (between 1% and 5% of the shortest lifespans). . . Figure 13 . Schematic representation of the classification tree: each case represents a condition on a parameter, the up-going branch means that the condition is satisfied, whereas the down-going branch means that it is not. The smiling face stands for a column with a lifespan over 482 years. The sad face stands for a lifespan between 370 and 482 years. The sick face corresponds to a critical lifespan (under 370 years). Are represented by order of importance: the damage evolution coefficient A (standing for the compressive strength), the Poisson ratio, the Young modulus and the tortuosity The complete decision tree obtained with the whole data is too complicated and large to present any real use. However, a few levels of pruning and focusing the attention on the two first mentionned categories lead to the following classification tree, which is in good accordance with the conclusions drawn from the Pearson's coefficient study: 1) if A ≥ 0.84, then the column is secure (lifespan greater than 482 years); 2) if A < 0.84 but ν 0 < 0.19, then the column is secure;
3) if A < 0.84 and ν 0 ≥ 0.19 and E < 45 GPa, then the column is among the 1% columns with the shortest lifespan ; 4) if A < 0.84 and ν 0 ≥ 0.19 and E ≥ 45 GPa but τ < 0.126, then the column is secure; 5) if A < 0.84 and ν 0 ≥ 0.19 and E ≥ 45 GPa but τ ≥ 0.126, then the column is among the 5% columns with the shortest lifespan.
This decision tree is illustrated on Figure 13 .
Conclusions
A model for calcium leaching was developed on the one hand, based on the calcium mass balance Equation. On the other hand, creep strain evolution was modelled with the microprestress solidification theory. Both models have been coupled in a totally implicit numerical scheme aiming at evaluating the damage evolution with time of a concrete column under pure compression and exposed to leaching and creep at the same time. The mechanical damage evolution is the one proposed by Mazars (1984) introducing creep strain through a coupling coefficient.
The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of the input parameters variability of the coupled model on the lifespan of the considered structure. Let us remind here that very strong assumptions have been considered for this study (uniaxial stress state, unidirectional degradation front in leaching, coupling with creep only, etc.) and therefore, these conclusions cannot be extended to more complex structures. It was shown that even though a Beta distribution was proposed for all input parameters, lifespan is distributed according to a log-normal law, whose coefficients have been identified, which allows to determine fractiles (with regard to pathologic lifespans).
It has also been shown that the input parameters whose variability had the most important influence on the lifespan distribution are the coefficient ruling the damage evolution (which is related to the compressive strength), the Poisson ratio, the Young modulus and the coefficient of tortuosity (accounting for the chemical degradation due to leaching). On the contrary, creep parameters variability has a minor role. At last, a decision tree allowed to determine threshold values for these influent parameters so as to determine whether the lifespan of the considered structure could present any particular risk with regard to the structure durability.
